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Traditional technical innovation with the goal of maximizing economic profit, 
has promoted economic improvement at the same time as caused some negative 
effects, such as the decreasing speciecs number and the deterioration of ecological 
environment. Theses effects have maken the bearing capacity of the gloabal 
ecological environment close to the ultimate, which threatens greatly the living and 
the development of human.Therefore, this kind of technical innovation model have to 
been transferred into ecological technical innovation based on sustainable 
development. Furthermore, the emergence of product-oriented environmental policy, 
such as Extended Producer Responsibility, makes ecological product innovation the 
main development style of ecological technical innovation. At the same time, 
ecological supply chain management theory, which integrates environmental 
management and ecological economics/industry idea into the whole process of supply 
chain management, becomes the good organization foundation of ecological product 
innovation. Actors in the ecological supply chain cooperate closely to carry on 
innovation effectively and efficiently, and implement environmental protection among 
the whole product chain. However, each actor makes decentralizedly the decisions 
about product innovation as its self-intrest behaviors, which makes its goal conflicts 
with the whole system target and also leads to the system disturbance. Since the 
research and practices of ecological supply chain coordination are just emerging and 
few authors have studied it from the view of product innovation, this paper analysises 
the coordination problem between actors in ecologica supply chain quantitatively and 
qualitatively, by use of game theory, incentive theory and optimization theory. It is 
hopeful that we could get the meaning conclusions so as to provide valuable adviser 
and reference to the practical operations of ecological supply chain in China. We also 
hope this paper could be the essential part of the ecological supply chain theory. 















are reviewed and the research problems are proposed. After a summary of ecological 
product innovation and ecological supply chain is given, we give the model of 
ecological supply chain under product innovation. The cooperation relations between 
companies in ecological supply chain are built, which are the organization foundation 
of the coordination between upstream and downstream companies. And the 
coordination problem of ecological supply chain also is analysised qualitatively. 
Based on the particularity of ecological product, we put forward the innovation 
coordination strategies beween the manufacturer and supplier, collector. In addition, 
we consider how the manufacturer decide the ecological level of product to coordinate 
new product and remanufactured product when target market are heterogenous and 
independed remanufacturer donont enter the market. If independed remanufacturer 
competes with manufacturer, the problem what manufacturer adopting different 
strategies should act to face this competition is also studied. At last, we build 
ecological supply chain network model in which many manufacturers compete each 
other in order to get the strategy coordinating all the ecological business system. 
In a word, this thesis emphasized on the coordination problems between 
companies and products among ecological supply chain, during the process of product 
innovation. The conclusions should be valuable for the government to implement the 
sustainable development strategy, and be meaningful to the developmet of modern 
manufacturing industry. 
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